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City of Monona
Walkability and Bikeability Audit
Team 1: Chelsea Morrison & Breana Nehls
Overall Location: Four intersections along Monona Drive near Monona Grove high school.

Stats Overview
Intersection 1: Monona Drive/Dean Ave
Time: 2:45-3:10pm (25 minutes)
Average Audit Score: 60 (61- Chelsea, 59 - Breana)
Pedestrian Count: 1 Bicycle Count: 1
Intersection 2: Monona Drive/Lofty
Time: 3:10-3:30pm (20 minutes)
Average Audit Score: 49 (50- Chelsea, 48 - Breana)
Pedestrian Count: High (School ending) Bicycle Count: 0
Intersection 3: Monona Drive/Coldspring
Time: 3:30-3:50pm (20 minutes)
Average Audit Score 41.5 (41- Chelsea, 42 - Breana)
Pedestrian Count: High (School ending) Bicycle Count: 5
Intersection 4: Monona Drive/Winnequah

Time: 3:50-4:15pm (15 minutes)
Average Audit Score 35.5 (32- Chelsea, 39 - Breanna)

Summary of Audit Sections
Intersection 1: Monona Drive/Dean Ave
Land use environment (15.5) - The walkscore of the intersection is 54. Single-family residential is
the main housing option in this area, with some apartment buildings and apartment units available
above businesses. There is a golf course south of this intersection with mature trees along the sidewalk,
and a mixed variety of business destinations.
Transportation environment (7) - There is no alternative transportation provided in this section.
Traffic volume is approximately 17,700 vehicles per day along Monona Drive. The roadway cross section
consists of two travel lanes in either direction, with paved on-road bicycle accommodations along the
shoulders. The posted speed limit is 30 mph with no special speeds posted. Access to this intersection is
easy from all directions except the east, where Dean curves into a residential area.
Walking environment (15) – There are sidewalks, lighting, crosswalks, and pedestrian signals at
the stoplight in this area contributing to a positive walking environment. The sidewalks appeared fairly
new and were in good condition, complete with colored painted to make them easily visible. However,
the sidewalks seem to be a bit narrow, but for the lack of pedestrian traffic in this area the width seems
sufficient. In the southeast quadrant of the intersection (along the golf course), what appeared to be an
old bicycle trail was in use in place of a concrete sidewalk. Though bicycle accommodations were still
provided on-road, it is likely that pedestrians do not have exclusive use over this trail. The timing of the
crossing signal provided adequate time to cross and also included a 15-second countdown.
Bicycling environment (11) – There are bicycle lanes along Monona Drive in both directions, and
the volumes along Dean are likely low enough as to not require separate facilities. The pavement was in
good condition, though the bicycle lane felt narrow and had no buffer to vehicular traffic. There were
also no accommodations provided for turning movements, making it difficult to turn left off of Monona
Drive.
Facilities and aesthetics (12) – There is a variety of buildings in this area. Though there are no
public service amenities provided, there is a gas station which can provide bathrooms. Though there are
some trees along the golf course, however, they were not near enough to the trail to provide shade. No
benches were provided along this corridor. This intersection included decorative brick street signage.

Intersection 2: Monona Drive/Lofty (Crossing in front of Monona Grove High School)
Land use environment (12) - The walkscore of the intersection is 54. Single-family residential is
the main housing option in this area, with some apartment units available above businesses. There is a
football field behind the school that can be used as open park space when school functions are not using
it. This intersection can be accessed for drivers along Monona Drive, but the school essentially acts as a
road block to access from the east.

Transportation environment (6) - There is no alternative transportation provided in this section.
Traffic volume is approximately 12,900 vehicles per day along Monona Drive. The roadway cross section
consists of two travel lanes in either direction, with paved on-road bicycle accommodations along the
shoulders. The posted speed limit is 30 mph with a special speed of 20 mph when school is in session.
Walking environment (11) – There are sidewalks, lighting, and crosswalks in this area
contributing to a positive walking environment. However, the pedestrian crossing was not located at a
roadway intersection and did not have a pedestrian crossing ahead sign. This seemed to function fine at
the end of the day when there were many students around, but it may be more dangerous to a single
pedestrian at non-peak hours. A pedestrian refuge was provided in the median of the crossing. The
sidewalks appeared fairly new and were in good condition.
Bicycling environment (12) – There are bicycle lanes along Monona Drive in both directions. The
pavement was in good condition, though the bicycle lane felt narrow and had no buffer to vehicular
traffic. There were also no accommodations provided for turning movements, making it difficult for
students to do anything besides exit travelling north along Monona Drive, which is likely the least
needed movement. To travel other directions, student would need to use Coldspring.
Facilities and aesthetics (14.5) – There is some recreational equipment visible, though it is on
school property. There were also no service amenities provided outside of the school. There was one
bench provided along the sidewalk, but no shade trees.

Intersection 3: Monona Drive/Coldspring
Land use environment (8) - The walkscore of the intersection is 60. Single-family residential is
the only housing option in this area. There is a public tennis court in the northeast quadrant of the
intersection, and Monona Grove High School facilities in the southeast. This intersection is fairly easily
accessed from all directions, with Lake Monona the largest physical barrier.
Transportation environment (8) - There is no alternative transportation provided in this section.
Traffic volume is approximately 12,900 vehicles per day along Monona Drive. The roadway cross section
consists of two travel lanes in either direction, with paved on-road bicycle accommodations along the
shoulders. The posted speed limit is 30 mph with a 20 mph special speed limit ending just north of the
intersection while school is in session.
Walking environment (10.5) – There are sidewalks, lighting, and crosswalks in this area
contributing to a positive walking environment. Sidewalks are present along Monona Drive and the east
portion of Coldspring, but they do not continue along the west portion of Coldspring after it crosses
Monona Drive. The sidewalks are painted to make them easily visible This intersection has a crossing
signal that talks/beeps as well as just the visual sign to cross, and was the only signal along to corridor to
have this auditory feature.
Bicycling environment (7) – There are bicycle lanes along Monona Drive in both directions, and
the volumes along the western portion of Coldspring are likely low enough as to not require separate
facilities. However, the east side of Coldspring is where bicyclists would leave from the school and
accommodations should be considered. The pavement was in good condition, though the bicycle lane

felt narrow and had no buffer to vehicular traffic. There were also no accommodations provided for
turning movements, making it difficult to turn left off of Monona Drive. Multiple bikers were observed
using the sidewalk and crosswalks instead of the bike lanes. The one biker using the bike lane looked
quite uncomfortable among the large vehicles surrounding her. Out of the bikers observed, none turned
onto Monona Drive, all crossed west across Coldspring, potentially to avoid busy Monona Drive.
Facilities and aesthetics (13) – There is a variety of buildings in this area. Though there are no
public service amenities or comfort features provided. Though there are some trees visible, but they
were not near enough to the sidewalk to provide shade. No benches were provided along this corridor.
This intersection included decorative brick street signage.

Intersection 4: Monona Drive/Winnequah
Land use environment (7) - The walkscore of the intersection is 53. Single-family residential is
the main housing option in this area. There is some green space in this area along Lake Monona;
however, the space is not developed beyond grass and trees. A mixed variety of business destinations
exists in the area.
Transportation environment (8) - There is no alternative transportation provided in this section.
Traffic volume is approximately 1,600. The roadway cross section consists of two travel lanes in either
direction, with paved on-road bicycle accommodations along the shoulders. The posted speed limit is 30
mph with no special speeds posted. Access to this intersection is a bit limited- Lake Monona provides a
barrier, and the eastern edge is has limited access as it appears to be dominated by residential
developments.
Walking environment (9) – There are sidewalks and crosswalks at this intersection, however,
only along 3 of the cross-sections. The sidewalks appeared fairly new and were in good condition.
However, the sidewalks seem to be a bit narrow, but for the lack of pedestrian traffic in this area the
width seems sufficient. Additionally, the sidewalk on the west end on Winnequah stops just beyond the
corner. The curve from the Madison end on Monona drive made it difficult for pedestrians to determine
if the street was clear and safe to cross.
Bicycling environment (9) – There are bicycle lanes along Monona Drive in both directions, and
the volumes along Winnequah are likely low enough as to not require separate facilities. The pavement
was in good condition, though the bicycle lane felt narrow and had no buffer to vehicular traffic. There
were also no accommodations provided for turning movements, making it difficult to turn left off of
Monona Drive.
Facilities and aesthetics (11) – There is a variety of buildings in this area- single family homes
dominated the area, with less than 5 businesses nearby. Though there are no public service amenities
provided. Though there are some trees along the lake, however, they were not near enough to the trail
to provide shade. One bench was provided along this corridor. This intersection included decorative
brick street signage.

Observations and Suggestions for Improvement
Intersection 1: Monona Drive/Dean Ave

The main concern at this intersection regards the bicycle accommodations. The on-road facilities were
quite narrow, and turning movements would be very dangerous without any provided accommodations.
Intersection 2: Monona Drive/Lofty (Crossing in front of Monona Grove High School)
This intersection was very busy as school let out. The lack of advanced warning about the pedestrian
crossing is very dangerous, as it is not easy to notice. (I couldn’t find it while it was being pointed out to
me). Recommendations to improve this crossing include using a color to delineate the crosswalk and
make it more noticeable, adding an advanced warning sign, adding flashers at the crosswalk sign, and/or
utilizing a beacon to stop traffic when pedestrians are present.
It is currently difficult for bicyclists to leave the school and travel south along Monona Drive, unless they
walk their bicycle across the road. Improving bicycle turning movements at this location is not likely to
be cost-effective nor desirable, as so many pedestrians are present. However, the bicycle lanes are very
narrow, as they are along the entirety of this corridor and widening them should be considered.
Intersection 3: Monona Drive/Coldspring
The main concern in this area is the lack of bicycle accommodations along Coldspring, north of the
school. Cyclists leaving the school must stop in traffic, surrounded by vehicles, then try to rush across
the intersection with vehicles following behind them. This is a very stressful and dangerous environment
for bicycles, and it is nearly impossible for them to make a left turn in this environment.
Intersection 4: Monona Drive/Winnequah
The most prominent needed improvement for this intersection would be improving visibility for
pedestrians as they cross Monona Drive. Although this area does not seem like a main node of
pedestrian traffic, bikers would also benefit from improved visibility as this route is popular for those
biking around Lake Monona. It appears that visibility at this intersection is also an issue for drivers- we
witnessed a near accident as a car was leaving the furniture stop. It seems common that cars heading
down Monona drive from Madison speed through this area, and only slow speeds as they approach the
high school.

BIKE/PED MONONA AUDIT SUMMARY
BY CAMERON BRAATZ AND MATTHEW SORENSEN (TEAM 2)

Image 1 - Screenshot of Monona Street Audit Map, source Audit Dropbox

INTERSECTION 1: WINNEQUAH AND WATERMANS

Image 2 - Screenshot of Intersection 1, source Audit Street Map

Land Use Environment
The target intersection for this walkability and bikability audit was the three way intersection of
Watermans way which intersects with Winnequah Road, adjacent to Schluter and Watermans Parks.
The audit was performed on foot, from the parking lot area of Schluter Park. The audit was performed
on March 10th from 3:08 PM to 3:25 PM. For land use environment, it was given 16 out of 24 possible
points. Walkscore was 35 out of 100. The residential variety was minimal but had duplexes and single
family homes and was awarded two points. There were quite a bit of public and private destinations,
there were restaurants, bait shops, and a mechanic garage. Just as the last category, there were quite a
few recreational facilities where there were two parks, athletic fields, a beach, play equipment, and a
pier. There were a lot of natural features, two parks, a beach, and a lake all with a variety of trees. Ease
of access was very good with the only impeding factor being Lake Monona to the north.
Transportation Environment
Transportation environment had 11 of 16 possible points. There were no alternative
transportation modes visible, and the speed limit was marked at 25 mph for both normal and school
hours. There were less than 1000 cars recorded, in the audit time 18 cars, zero bikers, and 5 walkers
were recorded. Similar to ease of access, there were quite a bit of routes to the main intersection.
Walking Environment
The area was given 3 of 16 total points for walking environment. There were a little bit of
features to make walking easier, but they were limited only to streets that were easy to cross/walk in
and one cross walk. The sidewalk condition was not applicable as there were none. There were no
buffers between car and pedestrian traffic, however it should be noted that intersection were still easy
to navigate (awarded 2 points). Key walking issues included no sidewalks and no street lights.
Bicycling Environment
The bicycling environment was given 7 of 16 total points. This area was marked as a main bike
route yet had little to no features to make biking easier, limited only to marked signs along the road.
However, the road conditions were in good condition, intersections were easy to navigate while biking,
and accommodations had been made to make wheeled access easier both on the street and to and
from the parks and businesses. Key biking issues included no designated bike lane, not even sparrows
were painted despite this corridor being part of the Lake Monona Bike Loop (a frequently used bike
loop).
Facilities and Aesthetics
This area was given 19 of 28 points for facilities and aesthetics. Schluter Park offers plenty of
play equipment and service amenities, the park is also scheduled for a total renovation of both its
facilities, equipment, and park areas. Attractive features are limited to private residences; new park
facilities might offer more aesthetic appeal. However, the businesses and existing roadways are
generally bland and offer little variety. The parks have quite a bit of trees and seating opportunities that
add to this area's comfortability. The physical environment had little to no debris, and no visible graffiti

and crime making a relatively safe and attractive environment. As reflected by the traffic counts, the
weren't many visible users of this space, given the audit was performed on a weekday afternoon. These
factors added up to a total of 56 points out of the 100 available for total audit score.

INTERSECTION 2: MIDMOOR AND DEAN

Image 3 - Screenshot of Intersection 2, source Audit Street Map

Land Use Environment
The area of this particular walkability audit focused around the intersection of Dean Avenue
and Midmoor Road. The audit report was collected by foot on Thursday March 10 between the hours of
3:38 PM to 3:46 PM. During the duration of the audit; 35 cars, two bikers, and three walkers were
recorded. The walkability app rated this area with a 35 out of 100 possible points. There were no
residential variety, and no public or private destinations aside from private homes. There were no
recreational facilities within the target area. The street had street trees, yet no natural features such as
lakes, fields, or woods. The last four categories deemed zero of the available 16 points. The
neighborhood had good ease of access. Dean Avenue serves as a secondary road pathway connecting
Monona Drive to the western portions of the city and sees higher traffic counts as a result.
Transportation Environment
For the land use environment, this neighborhood was awarded three of the available 24. The
transportation environment was relatively more developed, and was awarded 12 of the 16 available
points. Alternative transportation modes in the space were limited to a Monona Transit bus stop. The
posted speed limit was 25 miles per hour which is most desirable; the special speed limit during school
hours was also 25 miles per hour. Traffic volume was recorded to be less than 1000 vehicles. The

orthogonal grid pattern creates an environment that provides several options to arrive to the site. In
this category points were only deducted due to lack of alternative transportation variety and routes of
access favoring vehicular traffic.
Walking Environment
The walking environment was rated at eight of 16 possible points. Three of four points were
awarded for ease of walking, given there were sidewalks street trees and a two way stop intersection.
The slow speed limit also made for an easy intersection to cross. The sidewalks were in a decent shape,
they neither stood out to me as great shape nor bad shape. As previously stated, the intersections were
easy to navigate. The buffers between vehicle and pedestrians were fairly undeveloped. The sidewalks
along Dean Avenue had terraces with street trees; however there was no street parking and buffers
along Midmoor were non-existent. Major walking issues were limited to the lack of sidewalk along
Midmoor, related to this issue was the lack of designated crosswalks spanning across Midmoor.
Bicycling Environment
This area features designated bike routes along both roadways, yet was only deemed to have
seven out of 16 points. There were few features that made the area easier to bike. Options to improve
this would be the development of bike lanes, bike racks, or infrastructure to make biking safer. The
road surface is in good condition and intersections would be easy to navigate, just as was the case with
the walking environment. Curb cuts were directional along Dean Avenue, and could be improved
when/if sidewalks were introduced along Midmoor Road. Access for wheeled devices was fairly good
and was awarded two points. To improve upon this area, steps should be taken to create a dedicated
space for bike users seeing as this is a cross roads of two marked bike routes. Even the addition of
sharrows would be an improvement on the current status.
Facilities and Aesthetics
Facilities and aesthetics were given eight of 28 points. There were no recreational equipment or
service amenities such as recreational equipment, bathrooms, water fountains, etc. Attractive spatial
features including architecture, vegetation, variety, and usage was limited to private homes, street
trees, and limited street traffic. There were little comfort features other than the street trees. The
street traffic was frequent and produced a quiet yet noticeable amount of noise pollution. There were
no signs of graffiti, crime, and debris which made the area seem attractive and safe. There was light
traffic volume which from walkers, bikers, and cars. The rating for the section of the audit is low and
proves to be difficult to improve. The area is dominated by private residences which makes
development of public facilities nearly impossible.
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City of Monona
Walkability and Bikeability Audit
Team 3: Kaycie Stushek & Phannisa Nirattiwongsakorn
Overall Location: The two locations with large Team 3 Circles were the two sections audited.

Stats Overview
Intersection 1: Greenway/Midmoor
Time: 2:19-2:55 pm (36 minutes)
Average Audit Score 45.5 (41- Kaycie, 50-Phannisa)
*Scores included a score of zero for having no posted speed limit. The traffic volume was also
calculated by multiplying the count of cars by 24 hours to get a daily count.
Cars counted: 71

People walking: 37 Bicyclists: 7

Intersection 2: Greenway/McKenna/Maywood
Time: 2:56-3:40 pm (44 minutes)
Average Audit Score 50.5 (49- Kaycie, 52-Phannisa)
*Scores included a score of zero for having no posted speed limit. The traffic volume was also
calculated by multiplying the count of cars by 24 hours to get a daily count.
Cars counted: 92

People walking: 22 Bicyclists: 4

Summary of Audit Sections
Intersection 1: Greenway/Midmoor
Land use environment - The walkscore of the intersection is 31. Single-family residential is the
only housing option in this area. There is a school with an athletic field with some natural features such
as a grass field. The ease of access of the intersection is good, no barrier.
Transportation environment - There is no alternative transportation mode, general speed limit,
and special speed limit. Traffic volume is approximately 2,840 cars per day with 2 routes to get to the
intersection. The volume was calculated with the 71 cars counted in 36 minutes=number of cars per
hour, times 24 hours.
Walking environment - The bad thing is there is no sidewalk and buffer between pedestrians and
traffic. The good thing is the intersection is easy to navigate, no obstruction and the road is wide.
Bicycling environment - It is quite easy to ride through the intersection, the road condition is
good and wide enough, no visual obstructions. However, accommodations for wheeled devices are
poor, there is no curb cuts or wheelchair access.
Facilities and aesthetics - The physical environment is quite safe and attractive. There are some
sports equipment available in the school, shaded trees and benches along the road. There are a lot of
people, especially children. Unfortunately, air and noise pollution is visible.

Intersection 2: Greenway/McKenna/Maywood
Land use environment - The walkscore of the intersection is 31. Single-family residential is the
only housing option in this area. There is a school with a large grass field with complete sports
equipment. The ease of access of the intersection is good, no barrier.
Transportation environment - There is no alternative transportation mode, and general speed
limit. There is one special speed limit for the school, 15 mph. Traffic volume is approximately 3,010 cars
per day with 3 routes to get to the intersection. The volume was calculated with the 92 cars counted in
44 minutes=number of cars per hour, times 24 hours.

Walking environment - Sidewalks are only available in front of the school with a curb cut. There
is no sidewalk and buffer between pedestrians and traffic on the other road. However, the intersection
is easy to navigate, no obstruction and the road is wide.
Bicycling environment - It is quite easy to ride through the intersection, the road condition is
good and wide enough, no visual obstructions. However, accommodations for wheeled devices are
limited, there is only one curb cut in front of the school.
Facilities and aesthetics - The physical environment is very safe and attractive, with very little air
and noise pollution. There are a lot of sports and playground equipment available in the school’s field,
shaded trees and benches along the road. There are some people along the road, approximately 30
people per hour.

Observations and Suggestions for Improvement
Intersection 1: Greenway/Midmoor
Some kids walked and run on the wrong side of the road during our observation period which is quite
dangerous. Thus, sidewalk and curb cuts should be installed on one side of the road for safety of
students, people who walk with a baby cart, and wheelchairs. At least, separated lanes may be assigned
along the road.
Intersection 2: Greenway/McKenna/Maywood
This intersection was busier than the first, with most traffic down McKenna. I’m sure that traffic for
families bringing their kids to the two schools down either side of Greenway can be dangerous, along
with all the foot traffic that is present. I think that the crosswalk is a definite need, so it is good that
there is a crosswalk in that location. This being said, Foot and Bike traffic coming up Maywood and
heading down Greenway will have a tough time crossing because of the strange intersection. It is not
clear if bikes and pedestrians should cross McKenna before the little island, or after the little island.
There should be lines painted to assist the pedestrians and cyclists where to go. This would also let the
automobile drivers know where to expect pedestrians.
There was, on the west side of Maywood going onto Greenway, a separate “pedestrian” painted barrier.
However, it was not obvious that this was more than just a suggestion to cars, and it did not feel safe at
all when standing in it as cars whizzed by. If the whole area was painted differently, and there were
more of these areas, perhaps even wide enough for a bike lane, it would feel like a safer intersection.
McKenna seems like a prime candidate for a sidewalk, but at the very least, pedestrian/bike lanes are
needed on both sides. Because of the heavy foot traffic and the two schools in the area, it makes sense
to prioritize pedestrians when it comes to a busier road.

City of Monona
Walkability and Bikeability Audit
Team 4: Lisa Charron & Jake Swenson
Overall Location: The four intersections with “Team 4” circles
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Stats Overview
Intersection 1: Winnequah/Baskerville/Tecumseh
Time: 3:06 pm – 3:25 pm
Average Audit Score: 41

People walking: 5

People biking: 2

People running: 2

Intersection 2: Winnequah/Healy
Time: 3:25 pm – 3:49 pm
Average Audit Score: 45
People walking: 4

People biking: 0

People running: 1

People fishing: 1

Intersection 3: Winnequah/Dellwood
Time: 3:50 pm – 4:05 pm
Average Audit Score: 33
People walking: 7

People biking: 7

People running: 3

Intersection 4: Winnequah/Woodbridge/Cove
Time: 4:06 pm – 4:21 pm
Average Audit Score: 46
People walking: 4

People biking: 4

People running: 1

Summary of Audit Sections
Intersection 1: Winnequah/Baskerville/Tecumseh
Land use environment - 10/24 (42%) - High scores were achieved in natural features and ease of
access; medium score in recreation facilities; low scores in land use mix, diversity of residential options,
and Walkscore (12).
Transportation environment – 5.5/16 (34%) – High score achieved in traffic volume; low scores
in alternative transportation, speed limit (none posted), and routes to intersection. Traffic volume found
at DOT website.
Walking environment – 2/16 (13%) – Low scores throughout section. Comments include no
sidewalks and no buffer between pedestrians and cars.
Bicycling environment – 4.5/16 (28%) – Low scores throughout section. Comments include no
bike lanes even though Winnequah is main road.
Facilities and aesthetics – 19/28 (68%) – High scores in safe and attractive environment and
pollution; medium scores in all other sections (rec. equipment, service amenities, comfort features,
people visible).
Intersection 2: Winnequah/Healy
Land use environment - 10.5/24 (44%) – High scores in natural features and ease of access;
medium score in rec. facilities; low scores in Walkscore (12), residential options, and land use.

Transportation environment – 5.5/16 (34%) - High score achieved in traffic volume; medium
score in routes to intersection; low scores in alternative transportation and speed limit (none posted).
Traffic volume found at DOT website.
Walking environment – 6/16 (38%) – Medium scores across the section, except for buffers
between pedestrians and traffic, which had a low score. Comments included that there was only one
sidewalk on one side of one street at the intersection and that there was very little buffer even where
there was a sidewalk.
Bicycling environment – 3/16 (19%) – Low scores across the sections, except a medium score in
easy to navigate intersections. Comments included notes on the poor condition of the pavement on the
hill and the danger of that for biking at high speeds; there was a fair amount of traffic, some at high
speeds; and that people walked in the street.
Facilities and aesthetics – 20/28 (71%) – High scores for pollution, safe and attractive
environment, and rec. equipment; medium scores for all other sections (service amenities, attractive
features, comfort features, people visible).
Intersection 3: Winnequah/Dellwood
Land use environment - 9.5/24 (40%) – High scores in recreational facilities and ease of access;
medium score in natural features; low scores in Walkscore (17), residential options, and land use.
Transportation environment – 7.5/16 (47%) - High score achieved in traffic volume and speed
limit; low scores in alternative transportation and routes to intersection. Traffic volume found at DOT
website.
Walking environment – 0.5/16 (3%) – Low scores across sections. Comments noted the poor
visibility of the curved road on a hill that crowns at this intersections; nothing to slow cars up or down
hill; people walking and biking in street; dangerous.
Bicycling environment – 2.5/16 (16%) – Low scores across the sections, except a medium score
in condition of pavement. Comments noted poor pavement on on side of hill, and very nice pavement
on the other.
Facilities and aesthetics – 13/28 (46%) – High scores for pollution and safe and attractive
environment; medium scores for attractive features and people visible; low scores for rec. equipment,
service amenities, and comfort features.
Intersection 4: Winnequah/Woodbridge/Cove
Land use environment - 10.5/24 (44%) – High scores in recreational facilities and ease of access;
medium score in natural features; low scores in Walkscore (19), residential options, and land use.
Transportation environment – 7.5/16 (47%) - High score achieved in traffic volume and speed
limit; low scores in alternative transportation and routes to intersection. Traffic volume found at DOT
website.
Walking environment – 2/16 (13%) – Low scores across section except medium score in ease of
navigation. Comments noted hill and no sidewalks.

Bicycling environment – 5.5/16 (34%) – High score in pavement condition; medium score in ease
of navigation; low scores in feature that make the intersection easy to bike and accommodations for
wheeled devices. Comments noted low visibility on hill and bike lanes visible, but that end at the bottom
of the hill.
Facilities and aesthetics – 20.5/28 (73%) – High scores for pollution, safe and attractive
environment, rec. equipment, and comfort feature; medium scores for all other sections (attractive
features, service amenities, people visible).

Observations and Suggestions for Improvement
*We offer a general summary because these four intersections occur along a continuous section of
roadway and have pretty similar scoring and amenities (or lack thereof).
The most striking issue along this stretch of road is the lack of sidewalks. Combined with the fact that
this is a main local thoroughfare, that there is no posted speed limit along part of it, a wide-angled
corner (that drivers don’t have to slow down for), a curve along a hill, and no traffic-calming features, it
creates a dangerous walking and biking environment. Although we could see some pedestrian and bikefriendly features at the far end of this segment (a crosswalk and some bike lanes that ended abruptly),
this segment still scored strikingly low on walking and biking environment. We could suggest more
signage, and design features (plantings, medians, bike lanes) to slow traffic and offer some kind of
feeling of safety for pedestrians. Ideally, there should be sidewalks separated from the road with grassy
terraces and street trees.
Two specific areas of improvement are Intersection 1 (post speed limits, calm traffic around corner) and
Intersection 3 (provide somewhere for people to walk off of road because poor visibility over hill makes
it dangerous to be in the road, calm traffic going up and down hill, extend bike lanes, repair pavement).
Overall, this area has a lot of natural and recreational amenities and is quite beautiful. If it were more
walkable, perhaps more people would use these amenities.

City of Monona
Walkability and Bikeability Audit
Team 5: Jon Fok & Tom Pearce
(Location: the four intersections marked below)
(Note: the fifth intersection north of intersection 1 was audited by Team 3)
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Statistics
Intersection 1: Nichols/Maywood
Time: 3:20pm – 3:35pm
Average Audit Score: 44
Walkscore: 27
Intersection 2: Nichols/Schluter
Time: 2:49pm – 3:14pm
Average Audit Score: 58.5
Intersection 3: Nichols/Healy
Time: 3:38pm-3:58pm
Average Audit Score: 69

Walkscore: 22

Walkscore: 20

Intersection 4: Nichols/Winnequah
Time: 4:00 pm – 4:20 pm
Average Audit Score: 54
Walkscore: 14
Pedestrians: 5 Bicyclists: 4

Summary of Audit Sections
Intersection 1: Nichols/Maywood
Land use environment - 4/24 (17%) –Low scores throughout the section including the WalkScore (27).
Transportation environment – 12/16 (75%) – High scores achieved in posted speed limit, traffic volume and
routes to intersection; medium score in alternative transportation. Traffic volume found at DOT website.
Walking environment – 8/16 (50%) – High scores achieved in the condition of the sidewalks/trails and easy to
navigate; medium scores for easy place to walk and buffers between pedestrians and traffic. Comments include that
there were sidewalks solely on Nichols and the sidewalk ramps were not necessarily handicapped friendly.
Bicycling environment – 8/16 (50%) – High score achieved for intersections easy to navigate and surfaces in good
condition; medium score for features that make the place easy to bike; low score for accommodations for all wheeled
devices. Comment includes no bicycle lanes on Nichols nor Maywood, especially when bicycle activity is prevalent during
the end of the school day.
Facilities and aesthetics – 12/28 (43%) – High score for the physical environment safe and comfortable and
people visible; medium scores for attractive features, comfort features and air/noise pollution visibility; low scores for
recreational features and service amenities visible.
Intersection 2: Nichols/Schluter
Land use environment - 10.5/24 (44%) – High scores in natural features and ease of access; medium score in rec.
facilities; low scores in Walkscore (12), residential options, and land use.
Transportation environment – 5.5/16 (34%) - High score achieved in traffic volume; medium score in routes to
intersection; low scores in alternative transportation and speed limit (none posted). Traffic volume found at DOT
website.
Walking environment – 6/16 (38%) – Medium scores across the section, except for buffers between pedestrians
and traffic, which had a low score. Comments included that there was only one sidewalk on one side of one street at the
intersection and that there was very little buffer even where there was a sidewalk.
Bicycling environment – 3/16 (19%) – Low scores across the sections, except a medium score in easy to navigate
intersections. Comments included notes on the poor condition of the pavement on the hill and the danger of that for
biking at high speeds; there was a fair amount of traffic, some at high speeds; and that people walked in the street.
Facilities and aesthetics – 20/28 (71%) – High scores for pollution, safe and attractive environment, and rec.
equipment; medium scores for all other sections (service amenities, attractive features, comfort features, people
visible).
Intersection 3: Nichols/Healy
Land use environment - 9.5/24 (40%) – High scores in recreational facilities and ease of access; medium score in
natural features; low scores in Walkscore (17), residential options, and land use.
Transportation environment – 7.5/16 (47%) - High score achieved in traffic volume and speed limit; low scores in
alternative transportation and routes to intersection. Traffic volume found at DOT website.
Walking environment – 0.5/16 (3%) – Low scores across sections. Comments noted the poor visibility of the
curved road on a hill that crowns at this intersections; nothing to slow cars up or down hill; people walking and biking in
street; dangerous.
Bicycling environment – 2.5/16 (16%) – Low scores across the sections, except a medium score in condition of
pavement. Comments noted poor pavement on side of hill, and very nice pavement on the other.

Facilities and aesthetics – 13/28 (46%) – High scores for pollution and safe and attractive environment; medium
scores for attractive features and people visible; low scores for rec. equipment, service amenities, and comfort features.

Intersection 4: Nichols/Winnequah
Land use environment - 10.5/24 (44%) – High scores achieved in variety of natural features and ease of access
from all directions; medium score in destinations (e.g. public/private, recreational facilities) and WalkScore (31); low
score in residential options. Comment includes one is able to see the Monona Library from the intersection, but is closer
in proximity to intersections 2 and 3.
Transportation environment –11/16 (69%) - High scores achieved in traffic volume and speed limit; medium
scores in alternative transportation and routes to intersection. Traffic volume found at DOT website.
Walking environment – 7/16 (44%) – High score achieved in easy to navigate; medium scores achieved in easy
place to walk, the sidewalk/trails condition and buffers between pedestrians and traffic. Comments include no sidewalks
on Winnequah, sidewalks are not necessarily handicapped-friendly and pedestrians feel comfortable on Winnequah
despite sharing the road with vehicles and bicycles.
Bicycling environment – 8/16 (50%) – High scores achieved in intersections easy to navigate and features making
the area an easy place for bicycling; medium score in surface condition; low score in accommodations for wheeled
devices. Comments include uneven surfaces especially when the area is a part of a recreational bicycle trail.
Facilities and aesthetics – 17.5/28 (63%) – High scores achieved for visibility for recreational facilities, fort
features, air/noise pollution and people; medium scores for attractive and comfort features visible; low score for service
amenities visible.

Observations and Recommendations
The observation that was most concern was the lack of pedestrian and bicycle facilities at different intersections. There
were sidewalks throughout on Nichols, but there were no sidewalks on Maywood nor Winnequah. There were no
sidewalks on Schluter on the northside of the intersection. The places that had sidewalks had ramps that were narrow
and oriented towards the middle of the intersection, which would pose a challenge for handicapped persons. The
current design would require handicapped persons to maneuver out of the crosswalk to avoid the curb before reentering the painted area. Widening the sidewalk ramps would allow handicapped users to remain in the crosswalk. The
walking distances were overall reasonable with the exception of at Nichols/Schluter where the distances were
significantly longer than the rest. There were only unprotected bicycle lanes between Nichols/Schluter and
Nichols/Winnequah.
The feedback from people in the area varied depending on the intersection in the area. People at the
Nichols/Winnequah intersection told us they are comfortable sharing the road with other modes of transportation and
that vehicles were cognizant of bicyclists and pedestrians in the area. Meanwhile one woman at the intersection of
Nichols/Schluter told us she is concerned with the long distance crossing at the intersection and no signage to make
walking a safer and more comfortable environment. The variance suggests the willingness of the community to adapt to
the environment, which can be good or bad depending on the situation. ‘

A Focus on Nichols/Schluter
This intersection is adjacent to the Monona City Hall, the Library, and the Community Center site, and thus has the
ability to feel like a destination gateway and have a sort of downtown feel. However, the streets are not walkable due to
lack of other daily destinations. The largest impediments to comfortable walking are the crossing distances on all four
sides. Crossing on any side is a 90 foot distance, which takes long enough that cars driving uphill to the intersection may
not see a pedestrian soon enough to stop.

Leaving the intersection, there are sidewalks on 5 of the 8 sides, and they are on the important sides, which are both
sides of Nichols and the Library side of Schluter. One gap that needs help is connecting the sidewalk adjacent to the City
Hall parking lot. Right now, people have to walk out in the street to enter the parking lot and get to the front door.
The bike environment is very safe. Low traffic speeds, bike lane on Nichols, and wide lanes make for plenty of space for
bicyclists and few conflicts at intersections. There are however, impediments to wheeled pedestrian vehicles, including
lack of sidewalks, long crossings, and curb cuts that face the diagonal corner rather than directly across the street
perpendicularly.

City of Monona
Walkability and Bikeability Audit
Team 6: Charles Androsky & Max Pardo
Overall Loca on: Team 6 audited the four intersec ons along Monona Drive at Acacia, Owen, Frost
Woods, and Femrite. Due to similari es across the four loca ons, we treat them as one corridor.

All four walk audits were conducted the a ernoon of Thursday, March 10, 2016, between 4:00PM and
5:35PM.

1. Acacia & Monona Drive
Time: 4:00PM – 4:20PM
Auditor A score: 49
Auditor B score: 40

Comments: Lack of bicycle facili es other than bicycle lanes. Lack of bicycle parking and signage,
as well as pedestrian benches. Sound volume of Monona drive is a recurring problem for
pedestrians. Lack of traﬃc light at Acacia or Owen, crea ng a long gap between lights at Nichols
and Owen on Monona.

2. Owen & Monona Drive
Time: 4:20PM – 4:50PM
Auditor A score: 57
Auditor B score: 44

Comments: Very li le no ceable service ameni es. Lack of no ceable pedestrian and bicycle
traﬃc. Good walking infrastructure on Monona (sidewalks, crosswalks, traﬃc lights), but not on
Owen (sidewalk only on north side of Owen).
3. Frost Woods & Monona Drive
Time: 4:50PM – 5:10PM
Auditor A score: 44
Auditor B score: 44

Comments: Uncomfortable distance between crosswalks. Benches and trash bins are provided.
Sidewalk only on one side of Frost Woods. No bike lanes on Frost Woods, but street is wide
enough to support them.

4. Femrite & Monona Drive
Time: 5:10PM – 5:35PM
Auditor A score: 50
Auditor B score: 38

Comments: Sidewalks and bicycle lanes in good physical condi on. Lack of recrea onal
equipment. Lack of bike racks.
Summary
Land use environment  The walkscores at Acacia (63), Owen (61), Frost Woods (67), and
Femrite (73) are moderate to high, possibly reﬂec ng the mix of shops and services that line
Monona Drive. Ease of access is mostly good, though lack of connec vity with Woodland Park
maye be a barrier to the east of Monona Drive. Monona Drive itself may at mes be an
east‐west barrier due to high traﬃc volume and speed. Housing op ons include single family
housing and apartment complexes, par cularly senior living centers.
Transportation environment  Our walk audit of four intersec ons along Monona Drive
indicated a newly‐constructed auto, bicycle, and pedestrian traﬃc corridor. Though bike and
walking infrastructure exists, automo ve traﬃc seems a priority. No alterna ve transporta on
modes were observed. The posted speed limit is 30 miles per hour, though this was well
exceeded by actual traﬃc, and no special speed limit is posted. Traﬃc volume along Monona
Drive ranges from 18,600 to 20,800, but is signiﬁcantly reduced on a side street such as Frost
Woods at 2,800.

Walking environment  Where pedestrian infrastructure exists (Monona Drive, certain
sec ons of Owen, Frost Woods, and Femrite), it is very well maintained and appears new. There
are sidewalks on either side of Monona Drive with crosswalks regularly spaced at and between
intersec ons. Intersec ons have clear lines of sight and bright signals. However, major
pedestrian challenges arose from several factors. The high traﬃc volume along Monona Drive
creates challenges to pedestrians on adjoining sidewalks. Though there are crosswalks between
intersec ons, these crosswalks lack signals or warning lights, making them feel unsafe when
faced with the high speed and volume of traﬃc. The actual distance between comfortable, safe
crosswalks, then, is signiﬁcantly longer than it would appear. For example, though there was a
crosswalk at Acacia and Monona, the auditors felt safer taking a long detour up to the crosswalk
with a signal at Monona and Nichols. Where sidewalks existed, there were good buﬀers of green
space between the sidewalk and the street.
Bicycling environment  Similar to walking infrastructure, bike infrastructure is well
maintained but concentrated on Monona Drive. There are no dedicated bike lanes on side
streets, even though the wide streets and slow, sparse traﬃc make these streets par cularly
amenable to bikers. The opposite is true on Monona Drive, where there are clear bike lanes, but
heavy, high‐speed traﬃc makes biking feel perilous. Intersec ons were easy to navigate for those
con nuing straight or making right turns on Monona Drive, but there is some ambiguity and
perceived danger in making a le turn, which requires a cyclist to cross two lanes of traﬃc.
Addi onally, there was a severe lack of bike racks all along this stretch of Monona Drive.
Facilities and aesthetics  An overall lack of pedestrian facili es (water fountains, trash
bins, benches, visual interest, parks, recrea onal equipment) created an environment that could
be described as barren and inhospitable to pedestrian traﬃc. All along Monona Drive,
businesses are set back from the street by parking lots, enhancing this barren,
pedestrian‐unfriendly feeling. For the me of day, there seemed to be less bicycle and
pedestrian traﬃc than was reasonable to expect. This is most likely due to the above nega ve
condi ons.
Recommendations
In order to create an environment more hospitable to bicyclists and pedestrians, we
recommend exploring several op ons, including lowering of the speed limit along Monona Drive,
installa on of speed bumps/humps, and poten ally reducing the traﬃc lanes by one lane on
either side. By conver ng the outer lanes into parking lanes, a buﬀer would be created to protect
the bicycle lane, as well as the sidewalk. Adding street parking would addi onally allow
conversion of storefront parking lots into more pedestrian‐hospitable places, or at least allow
businesses and property owners to maximize use of their land. We’d also recommend
installa on of more pedestrian and bike facili es including water fountains, trash bins, benches,
visual interest, parks, bike racks and recrea onal equipment. Signals or lighted warning signs
could be placed at mid‐block crosswalks, though the reduced speed and volume of traﬃc that
would come with elimina ng a lane on either side of Monona may obviate the need for such
measures. Finally, sidewalks and bike lanes should be added to side streets, par cularly Frost
Woods, to encourage pedestrian ﬂow from the surrounding neighborhoods to businesses on
Monona Drive.

City of Monona
Walkability and Bikeability Audit
Team 7: Karly Christensen & Elizabeth Doyle

Stats Overview
Intersection 1: Anthony/Cardinal
Time: 4:46-5:00 pm (14 minutes)
Average Audit Score 32

Intersection 2: Winnequah/Midmoor
Time: 5:16-5:33 pm (17 minutes)
Average Audit Score 39 (40- Karly, 38- Elizabeth)

Intersection 3: Bridge/Frost Woods
Time: 5:28-5:45 pm (17 minutes)
Average Audit Score 34

Intersection 4: Bridge between Ford and Graham
Time: 5:49-5:59 pm (10 minutes)
Average Audit Score 61

Intersection 5: Bridge/Winnequah
Time: 6:01-6:14 pm (13 minutes)
Average Audit Score 46

Intersection 6: Bridge/Metropolitan
Time: 10:00-10:58 pm (58 minutes)
*Darkness was approaching so per Brad we completed a virtual audit utilizing Google Street
View – Sep 2011
Average Audit Score 38

Summary of Audit Sections
Intersection 1: Anthony/Cardinal

Land use environment - There are single-family residences, as well as multiple apartment
complexes. There is no open space or parks visible on this street. You can hear children playing, but you
can’t see them. There are no businesses on this street. It’s just a through street; however, there are no
barriers for the drivers.
Transportation environment - There are no bus stops or bike lanes on this street. There is no
speed limit posted on this street. This street was given a walk score of 60. The traffic volume was not
posted. There were two stop signs located on this street. The road was in decent condition, and there
were no huge cracks of potholes.
Walking environment - There were no sidewalks on this street. The road is wide, which allows
pedestrians to walk with easy. There were few streetlights for the length of the road. There was nothing
obstructing the pedestrian’s vision, or the driver’s vision other than a few cars parked on the street.
Bicycling environment - The road is wide, so there is plenty of room for a biker. There are no
bike lanes painted on the road, nor any barriers separating a lane for bikers. The curbs do not
accommodate wheel chairs.
Facilities and aesthetics - There are no facilities for the public to use on this street: no
restrooms, benches, garbage cans or commercial businesses. There are trees and bushes near the road
for aesthetics, but nothing man made and these are all on private land.

Intersection 2: Winnequah/Midmoor

Land use environment - 42 is the walk score for this area. The only visible housing options are
single-family homes. Trees and shrubs are the only natural features in the immediate area of the
intersection although the intersection is in the vicinity of Lake Monona. There is a small grassy median
with signage on it in the middle of the intersection but this does not appear to impede visibility.
Transportation environment - There are no alternative modes of transportation available in this
area. The posted speed limit is 25 mph. The amount of traffic observed at the time of the audit was
minimal. The intersection can be accessed through three routes. According to WisDot, the daily traffic
volume is 740 vehicles.
Walking environment – There are no sidewalks in the area or buffers between pedestrians and
traffic aside from on street parking. However, the streets are wide enough to accommodate multi-modal
users and the intersection includes stop signs to slow the flow of traffic.
Bicycling environment – Although we did not physically bike in the area, the street appeared to
be wide enough and without obstructions so bicycling does not appear to be hindered. There are no
structural accommodations for wheeled devices. A sign indicating a bike path in close proximity was
visible from the intersection.
Facilities and aesthetics – Aside from the close proximity to Lake Monona and the neighborhood
vegetation, there are few features of interest in the area. There are no recreational or service amenities
and no comfort features aside from trees. There is a little bit of noise pollution from traffic that travels
in the area, mainly from adjacent roads and not this particular intersection. The physical environment
was safe and attractive. Families were observed walking on the streets and playing in the yards in the
area.

Intersection 3: Bridge/Frost Woods

Land use environment - There are strictly single-family residences, no apartments we could see.
There were no parks visible or open areas for gathering. There are trees and shrubs near to the road
that slightly impede the visibility.
Transportation environment - There is one bus stop and two stop signs on this road and
intersections. The roads are wide, and visibility for the vehicles is mostly clear. There are no obstructions
on the roads that we could see. The vehicle count is 2800 in this section of road.
Walking environment - There are no sidewalks on this street. The road is wide, which allows
pedestrians to walk without getting to close to the street. There were streetlights on this road, which
allow a pedestrian to walk at night. We could not see anything that would obstruct the view of a
pedestrian or a vehicles view of a pedestrian except for a few trees.
Bicycling environment - There are no painted bike lanes in this section of road. The road is wide
enough to be shared with bicycles and vehicles. The curbs don’t accommodate wheel chairs.
Facilities and aesthetics - There were no parks in the section and no public facilities. There was
plenty of vegetation for aesthetics.

Intersection 4: Bridge between Ford and Graham

Land use environment - There were only single-family homes from what we could see: no
apartments or duplexes. There was one park that included a playground and an open field with picnic
tables. The park also included half of a basketball court.
Transportation environment - The roads are wide enough for cars to comfortably go both ways.
There is a curve in the road as you approach Ford Street, this curve obstructs the view from vehicles and
pedestrians traveling from Ford Street to Graham Drive The curbs are not wheel chair accessible. The
posted speed limit is 15 MPH, and there is no special speed limit. This is more traffic in this stretch
compared to others in the area of road with a vehicle count of 4200.
Walking environment – There are no sidewalks on this stretch of road. The curve in the street
obstructs the view of the drivers and the pedestrians walking creating a potentially dangerous situation.
There are streetlights to improve visibility at night. Although the speed limit is only 15 MPH; however,
cars speed past much faster, which adds to the potentially dangerous situation for pedestrians.
Bicycling environment – There are no bike lanes painted on this stretch of road. The roads are
wide enough to accommodate bikes, but the traffic moves fast, and the curve in the road creates an
obstruction for the view.
Facilities and aesthetics – This stretch of road includes a park with a playground, picnic tables,
and garbage bins. There is vegetation on the private properties in the area that adds to the aesthetics of
the road.

Intersection 5: Bridge/Winnequah

Land use environment - There are single-family homes along this road. The road leads to a
bridge where the private residents end. There is a view of the Yahara River from this stretch of road. The
walk score is 43. There is a small gas plant or electric plant surrounded by vegetation on the corner of
Winnequah Road.
Transportation environment - This is a busier section of road with the vehicle count of 4100.
This section has an island in the intersection of Winnequah Road and Bridge Road with a sidewalk in the
middle of the island. The island has a stop sign and arrows painted on the street for the vehicles. There
is also a stop sign when you’re approaching the bridge before you pass Winnequah Road.
Walking environment - There’s a side walk from Winnequah Road leading to the bridge and a
side walk on the opposite side of the street beginning at the bridge. There are road signs signaling
drivers that pedestrians are crossing, as well as painted white cross walks on the street and intersection.
The island in the intersection has a sidewalk on it for crossing pedestrians. There are streetlights in the
intersection to improve visibility at night.
Bicycling environment – Winnequah Road has a bike path painted on the road, but it ends at the
intersection. The roads are wide, but this is a more popular intersection with denser traffic. We saw
three bikers, and, from what we observed, they stayed on the sidewalks.
Facilities and aesthetics – There multitude of diverse vegetation surrounding the intersection.
There are no facilities available for public use. There is a fenced off electric or gas site on the corner, but
it is surrounded by trees.

Intersection 6: Metropolitan/Bridge

Land use environment - 35 is the walkscore for this area. The only visible housing option is an
apartment complex. Trees and diverse and interesting shrubbery are some of the natural features near
this intersection. A marina located off of the Yahara River is visible off the pedestrian and bicycle path
located in the vicinity. There is commercial development, mainly private businesses that appear not to
generate traffic aside from motor vehicles, located on the opposite side of the street along Bridge Road
and Metropolitan Lane.
Transportation environment - There are no alternative modes of transportation available in this
area. The posted speed limit is 25 mph. The amount of traffic was unobservable due to virtual audit. The
intersection can be accessed through two routes. According to WisDot, the daily traffic volume is 10,400
vehicles.
Walking environment – Sidewalks and buffers including terraces, a presumable bike lane, and on
street parking coupled with wide roads add to the walkability of this area. The intersection is relatively
easy to cross; however, the traffic volume may still warrant additional features to slow traffic and
prioritize pedestrian safety beyond the existing stop signs. There were no observable obstructions to
visibility virtually.
Bicycling environment - Although we did not physically bike in the area, the street appeared to
be wide enough and without obstructions so bicycling does not appear to be hindered. There are
structural accommodations for wheeled devices in the form of curb cuts in each section of the
intersection except for the south west portion but there is no sidewalk in that area requiring a
connection. There is what appears to be a simple bike lane painted on the same side as the path.
Facilities and aesthetics – The visibility of the Yahara River and adjoining marina as well as the
path are the most attractive features in this area. The building in the area are rather industrial looking.
The only comfort features in the area are trees. The high reported volume of traffic is the main source of
noise pollution and a barrier to safety. Aside from this, the area appears to be safe. Actual resident
usage was unobservable virtually.

Observations and Suggestions for Improvement
Intersection 1: Anthony/Cardinal
The roads are wide enough to create bike lane on this stretch of road. There are apartments on this
stretch, as well as families with young children so including a sidewalk would be beneficial. At the ends
of the street, painting a line from the stop sign would increase the visibility of the stop sign.

Intersection 2: Winnequah/Midmoor
The addition of sidewalks and painted crosswalks would encourage increased pedestrian utilization of
the area. The addition more attractive features could produce the same results. A creative and
minimally cost and labor intensive option would be something like the flower stem stop sign post like
the one pictured below from St. Paul, Minnesota.

Intersection 3: Bridge/Frost Woods
Adding side walks to the street would be beneficial because there is a fair amount of traffic in this area.
Additionally, including a painted bike lane would be beneficial, because this would increase awareness
of bikers on the road for the vehicle traffic. There are young families in this area, so including a child at
play sign might help to increase the safety of the residents.

Intersection 4: Bridge between Ford and Graham
This section should have a sidewalk, because of the reduced visibility created by the curve in the road
and to accommodate individuals trying to go to the park. There should also be bike lanes for the curve
as well. Additionally, to increase safety they could add a sign reminding drivers to slow down as they
approach the curve. This road had a broken glass bottle and some other trash.

Intersection 5: Bridge/Winnequah
This section began to include bike lanes and side walks. The stop signs and cross walks helped to control
to flow of traffic. The bikers that we observed used the sidewalks instead of the roads. Expansion of
existing facilities may address this issue.

Intersection 6: Metropolitan/Bridge
The inclusion of bicycle and pedestrian infrastructure set this intersection apart for others observed in
this area. This system can be improved by being continuous and including painted crosswalks with other
safety features to slow down traffic. However, this needs to be evaluated in the context that this will
result in a loss of interesting and visually appealing vegetation. The value of formalizing and extending
the apparent bike line would encourage more bicyclists, who are already said to frequent this area
although only one was observed after 6pm on the evening of Thursday, March 10th.

City of Monona
Walkability and Bikeability Audit
Team 8: Dave Cieslewicz and Sydney Prusak

Intersection 1: W. Broadway and WPS Drive
Time: 4:30pm – 4:40pm
Audit Score: 26 (26 – Dave, 26 – Sydney)
*Score included a score of zero for having no posted speed limit.

Land use environment: This intersection had a combination of business and residential uses.
On the south side of the street, WPS has a large office space with ample car parking for its
employees. On the north side of the street there are many apartment/condo buildings. It is
important to note that there is no direct car access (or sidewalk) to these units from this
intersection. The WalkScore for this intersection is 40. Total score = 5
Transportation environment: There was no posted speed limit in sight, and this intersection
has a traffic volume of 14,900 (WisDOT). There were bus stops on both sides of Broadway
near the intersection. Since this was only a three-way intersection, there was a grassy
barrier between Broadway and the residential neighborhood to the north, preventing
automobile access. Total score = 3
Walking environment: There was some striping and pedestrian islands to make this an
easier place to walk, and the sidewalks were in “good” condition. However, the
intersections were not necessarily easy to navigate. As a pedestrian, you can only cross
Broadway on the west side of the intersection. If you try to cross on the east side, you run
the risk of being hit because priority is given to cars turning left and there is no crosswalk
striping or handicap accessible pedestrian island on the ground. There was buffer between
the sidewalk and the street along with a striped bike lane, but given the high traffic and
speed and lack of trees on the terrace, it still was an uninviting walking environment. Total
score = 7
Bicycling environment: There was a marked bike lane on the south side of the street and on
the north side there was a shoulder that could be a bike lane but it was not marked/labeled
as such. The roads were also in ‘good condition” and there were curb cuts on the sidewalk
crossing WPS and the west side of Broadway. The main issue was that the bike lane was not
protected on a street as busy and intense as Broadway. Total score = 6
Facilities and aesthetics: This was not an attractive intersection for pedestrians or cyclists.
There was no recreational equipment visible, no service amenities visible, a little
pedestrian and bicycle traffic, no shade or benches, noise pollution from both Broadway
and the Beltline, plenty of debris, and only some people visible. Total score = 5
Observations and Suggestions for Improvement:
Provide pedestrian access to the north side neighborhood, so they do not have to cross on
the grass or snow in the winter. This also will give cyclists from the neighborhood easier
access to Broadway. The areas should have some benches and trees to make it a more
inviting space. This way it will still prevent car traffic in the neighborhood, but will be more
accessible for alternative modes of transport. Additionally, there should be a crosswalk on
the east side of the intersection to protect pedestrians. Finally, we suggest installing a
protected bike lane or reducing the speed limit to keep cyclists safe on an extremely busy
street. If this is not feasible, more signage designating the bike lane as such will be
sufficient.

Intersection 2: W. Broadway and Frazier Ave
Time: 3:35pm – 3:50pm
Audit Score: 35 (35 – Dave, 35 – Sydney)
Land use environment: The WalkScore of this intersection is 46. We found the land use
environment to be quite decent. There were a variety of residential options nearby,
including apartments and single-family homes. There was a range of public/private
destinations: retail stores, a gas station, restaurants, a public park and homes. There was a
tennis court on the north side of the intersection located within a park space. There were
some trees and grassy areas. The ease of access was very good from all directions. Total
score = 16
Transportation environment: The general speed limit was 40 mph on Broadway and a speed
limit of 25 mph on Frazier. This section of Broadway had a high traffic volume of 23,100
(WisDOT). Total score = 5
Walking environment: There were sidewalks in this area but they were in very poor
condition. The intersections were not easy to navigate because of the right slip lane on
Frazier to the north of Broadway. There are three lanes on north Frazier and two
pedestrian islands, making it a journey for walkers just to cross the one street. The
sidewalk ends almost immediately on the northwest side of Broadway. We noted the key
walking issues to be: the lack of striping in the crosswalk area, a very skinny pedestrian
island in the middle of busy Broadway, the lack of walk signal buttons for pedestrians
crossing the streets, and the slip lane giving drivers the advantage when turning right on to
Broadway off of Frazier. Total score = 5.
Bicycling environment: This was not a bicycle friendly intersection. There is a designated
bike lane on the south side of Broadway, but the striping is fading away. The roads are in
terrible condition, making it a very bumpy ride. On the south side of the street there is a
shoulder that could be used as a bike lane, but it is not marked. The curb cut pedestrian
island on the west side of the intersection is extremely small, making it uncomfortable for
someone in a wheel chair to cross the street. Also because of the three lanes on Frazier to
the north, it can be difficult for a cyclist to navigate. Total score = 2
Facilities and aesthetics: There were many facilities at this intersection given its location
next to the mall, gas station, neighborhood and park. However, it was not necessarily
comfortable or attractive. The big box stores and cracked roads were not inviting to
pedestrians or cyclists. We did not see any pedestrians and saw only 2 cyclists during our
audit. There were no shade trees or benches in sight. Also because it is close to the Beltline,
there was a lot of noise and air pollution. Total score = 7.
Observations and Suggestions for Improvement:

In the open green space on the northwest corner, we suggest creating a community garden.
There adjacent residential properties could take advantage of this inviting neighborhood
feature. Most importantly, the road needs to be repaved to better accommodate cyclists
and wheel chairs. This would also include a restriping of the bike lane and better signage
distinguishing it from the shoulder or car lane. We also suggest installing walk signal
buttons at all corners of the intersection.
Intersection 3: South Towne Dr and Royal Ave.
Time: 3:55pm – 4:10pm
Audit Score: 17 (17– Dave, 17 – Sydney)
*Score included a score of zero for having no posted speed limit.
Land use environment: The WalkScore for this location is 46. There are no residential
options, but quite a few stores and commercial buildings. There is no place to recreate and
no natural features. It is close to the Beltline, which makes it accessible by car. However,
the driver needs to make a U-turn or go around the round-about in order to turn onto
Royal because there is no way to make a left turn when traveling south on South Towne
Drive. Total score = 4
Transportation environment: There was no posted speed limit and the traffic volume is
20,600 (WisDOT). There are bus stops on both sides of South Towne. The intersection is
car oriented and favors northbound travelers. There are bus stops on both sides of South
Towne. The main issue is that the bus stop on the east side is on South Towne and not on
Royal. Therefore, shoppers at Wal-Mart and Goodwill have an additional walk to the store
when they exit the bus and there is no place to park their shopping carts near the bus stop.
Total score = 4
Walking environment: There was an “attempt” to create a friendlier walking environment
by installing a red brick crosswalk across Royal, however in reality this seems to be more
for aesthetic purposes than pedestrian safety. The sidewalks are in good condition, and
there are large curb cut pedestrian islands across both Royal and South Towne. We had the
opportunity to talk to a Wal-Mart shopper waiting for the bus on the east side of South
Towne. She told us that many times she has seen cars almost hit pedestrians crossing Royal
because there is no stop sign or signal for cars to slow down before turning right. This
situation causes her to walk on the south side of Royal Avenue (with no sidewalk) despite
there being a sidewalk (but no buffer) on the north side of the street. She wants to be “out
of peoples [drivers] way”. The key walking issue is that the bus stop is not near the WalMart entrance, forcing transit riders to make the unsafe trek. Total score = 3
Bicycling environment: While there are ample curb cuts to assist with wheelchair access,
and the roads are in decent condition, this is not a place a cyclist would want to bike. It is

not an easy place to navigate because of the high automobile traffic volume. There are no
designated bike lanes or bike parking. Total score = 2
Facilities and aesthetics: There was no recreational equipment, a little bit of service
amenities (gas station), no attractive features (unless you count the red brick?), no comfort
features (no bench at the popular bus stop or any shade whatsoever), quite a bit of noise
and air pollution from both South Towne and the Beltline, and a very unsafe and ugly
physical environment. There was a lot of trash all over the intersection. Notably, there were
many empty alcohol bottles. There were some people visible, but they were all bus
travelers. None of the pedestrians walked entirely to their destination. Total score = 4.
Observations and Suggestions for Improvement:
Our main suggestion is having the bus pull into Royal and have the stop be in front of WalMart instead of on South Towne. This way shoppers can get to the bus more easily and
wont have to abandon their shopping cart at the bus stop on South Towne. It will prevent
them from getting hit by a car on the walk from the bus stop to the store. If not possible,
there needs to be a bench and some shade at the bus stop. These passengers have heavy
shopping bags and do not need the burden of standing any longer than they have to,
especially in the summer heat/sun. The quasi slip lane onto Royal from South Town should
be changed to a more 90-degree turn, forcing drivers to slow down and consider
pedestrians. There also should be a trashcan by the bus stop to prevent further liter
collection.
Intersection 5: Royal Ave (near Wal-Mart):
Time: 4:15pm – 4:25pm
Audit Score: 12 (12– Dave, 12 – Sydney)
*Score included a score of zero for having no posted speed limit.
Land use environment: The WalkScore for this location was 38. There were no residential
options, only Wal-Mart and a Speedway for destinations, no recreational facilities (though
this did not prevent many empty beer and liquor bottles scattered across the grass), no
natural features, and was poorly accessible (only from Royal). Total score = 1
Transportation environment: There were no alternative transportation modes, no posted
speed limit and there was only one route to get to the main intersection. WisDOT did not
list a traffic volume for this location. Total score = 0
Walking environment: There was another attempt at a red brick crosswalk over Royal
leading to the Wal-Mart, but this also seemed to be more aesthetically oriented versus
safety oriented. The sidewalks were in fair condition and it was a fairly easy place to
navigate. There was a poor buffer between pedestrians and traffic. It was adjacent to one

giant parking lot and the different colors of pavement (red brick) were confusing. Cars are
given the priority and pedestrians seem to be only an afterthought. Total score = 3
Bicycling environment: While the roads are in good condition and it is fairly easy to access,
this is not an inviting place to bike. This is partly because Royal does not really lead
anywhere besides Wal-Mart. There was no bicycle infrastructure whatsoever. Total score =
3
Facilities and aesthetics: There was no recreational equipment, attractive features nor
comfort features. There were some service amenities given the proximity to the gas station.
The area was covered with liter, mainly alcohol bottles. There was quite a bit of noise
pollution because it borders the Beltline. Some people were visible, all Wal-Mart shoppers
making their way back to the bus stops on South Towne. Total score = 5
Observations and Suggestions for Improvement:
Monona should put trash and recycling bins around this area to limit the litter build up. The
roads could also be restriped. There should be more trees and comfort features along the
road. The priority should be on Wal-Mart shoppers walking to and from the bus stops on
South Towne. There should be sidewalks on both sides of Royal with a tree-lined buffer
from the street.
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MONONA DR AT E. BROADWAY
3:25PM - 3:45PM 3/10/16

IMAGE 2 AERIAL IMAGE OF MONONA DR. & E BROADWAY; SOURCE: GOOGLE MAPS

OVERALL SCORE

57 www.walkscore.com, 34 our score
2 bikers, 3 pedestrians
SUMMARY

Land Use Environment and Facilities & Amenities

There is no residential in this area. It is only a mix of privately owned
commercial properties. There are no recreational facilities or public facilities.
The stone signs on the corners are attractive and give a sense of place. The
buildings have some interesting variety in their architecture. There is a nearby
wooded cemetery that could be considered a natural feature. This is an
intersection of two very major streets, so there is heavy traffic with air and

noise pollution. The physical environment seems fairly safe, but again it is
along two busy streets so it may be relative on a person-to-person basis on
how safe they feel. This intersection has a large barrier of the Beltline
Highway to the south.
Transportation Environment

There are no alternative transportation modes at this
intersection. The posted speed limit is fairly low at 30 - 40mph.
There are no special speed limits and traffic volume according to
WisDOT is 12100. There are not multiple ways to get to this
intersection and there is a large barrier of the Beltline Highway to
the south.
Walking environment

Somewhat good for walking - no traffic calming features, but the
major intersection has obvious crosswalks and crossing signals.
Crosswalk on the south side of Broadway, going east/west, has
some potholes in the road and the opening in the island seems
too narrow to be ADA accessible. Sidewalks on all sides are in
fairly good condition. There is a large drop-off on the south side
of Broadway from the sidewalk to the terrace.
Bicycling Environment

The bike lane is too narrow to really be safe and it's not painted on all sides
of the street. There are no specific street signals or signs for bikers. The
bike lane on the south east side of Broadway has potholes. The bike lane
disappears when approaching the Beltline without a detour for the bikers to
go. We saw one bike rider on the street and one rider on the sidewalk.
There are no bike racks available at the commercial properties.
RECOMMENDATIONS

• Add bike share and bike racks at local businesses to create
destinations
• Turn open green space into actual parks and place benches and water
fountains for public use
• Patch sidewalk and road potholes
• Make sure center island is ADA compatible
• Add bike lane signage along Broadway and widen bike lane

ROSELAWN AT BROADWAY
3:50PM - 4:05PM 3/10/16

IMAGE 3 AERIAL IMAGE OF BROADWAY AT ROSELAWN; SOURCE: GOOGLE MAPS

OVERALL SCORE

61 www.walkscore.com Our Score: 34
SUMMARY

Land Use Environment and Facilities & Amenities

There is a mix of residential including apartments/condos and single family
homes. There are some shops and restaurants. This area is wooded and has
a cemetery which provides some natural area. There is some recreation in
the form of a tennis court on the south east side of the intersection. There is

not easy access to this intersection from other directions. This area has lots
of trees. There is some air and noise pollution due to the busy Broadway
street. There is some broken glass and beer bottles along this route.
Transportation Environment

There is no alternative transportation available. Roselawn does
not have a speed limit posted, and Broadway has a posted speed
limit of 40mph. WisDOT traffic volume is 19300.
Walking environment

Poor walking ability due to no sidewalk on the north or south
side. The sidewalks that do exist are in very good condition.
Intersection is wide for how narrow the street is, and it is hard to
navigate with no north/south crosswalk. It is hard to see traffic
coming from the east.

Comment [BB1]: There is a sidewalk at these
locations

Bicycling Environment

The bike lane is small and there is no signage. It is hard to see traffic
coming from the east at this intersection. For wheeled devices the
east/west intersection does have ramps. North/south is too far away to
cross easily, and has no crosswalk.
RECOMMENDATIONS

• Widen bike lane on Broadway and place bike lane signage along road
• Create north/south crosswalks at the intersection
• Highlight tennis court with signage visible on Broadway to attract users

BROADWAY AT FALCON
4:07PM - 4:18PM 3/10/16

IMAGE 4 AERIAL IMAGE OF BROADWAY AT FALCON CIRCLE; SOURCE: GOOGLE MAPS

OVERALL SCORE

51 www.walkscore.com Our Score: 42
SUMMARY

Land Use Environment and Facilities & Amenities

There is a mix of residential including apartments/condos, single family
homes, and duplexes. There are some shops and restaurants. The boat
launch provides recreation access. This area is wooded and is close to the
lake. There are some side streets that allow access, but mostly the areas is

blocked to the north by the residential neighborhood. This street has a lot of
noise from the Beltline highway to the south.
Transportation Environment

There is no alternative transportation available. Falcon Cir has a
posted speed limit of 25mph and Broadway has a posted speed
limit of 40mph. WisDOT traffic volume is 12900.
Walking environment

Poor walking ability due to no sidewalk on the north side. The
sidewalks that do exist are in excellent condition. Intersection is
hard to navigate with no north/south crosswalk. The terrace
along this area provides a buffer but it is small.

Comment [BB2]: There is a sidewalk present at
these locations.

Bicycling Environment

The bike lane is small and there is no signage. It is hard to see traffic
coming from the east at this intersection.
RECOMMENDATIONS

• Widen bike lane on Broadway and place bike lane signage along road
• Create north/south crosswalks at the intersection
• Provide more signage to highlight public boat launch

BROADWAY AT COPPS DR.
4:39PM - 4:47PM 3/10/16

IMAGE 5 AERIAL IMAGE OF BROADWAY AT COPPS DR.; SOURCE: GOOGLE MAPS

OVERALL CORE

39 www.walkscore.com Our Score: 20
SUMMARY

Land Use Environment and Facilities & Amenities

There is no residential in this area. It is only a mix of privately owned
commercial properties. There are no recreational facilities or public facilities.
There is a wetland and prairie. There is poor access to this area due to the
wetland and Beltline to the south.

Transportation Environment

The only alternative transportation is the nearby park and ride lot
at the intersection of Stoughton Road and Broadway. The speed
limit is not posted. There are no special speed limits. Traffic
volume according to WisDOT is 12100. There are not multiple
ways to get to this intersection and there is a large barrier of the
Beltline Highway to the south.
Walking environment

Poor walking ability due to no sidewalk on the south or east. The
sidewalks that do exist are in excellent condition. Intersections
are hard to navigate and there is no north/south crosswalk. The
terrace along this area provides a buffer but it is small.
Bicycling Environment

There is no bike lane on most directions. There is one center bike lane on
the northeast side of Broadway, but this disappears at the intersection.
Besides the painted lane there is no signage or signals for bikes. The
limited sidewalks do not allow easy biking on them.
RECOMMENDATIONS

• Continue center bike lane further along Broadway and place bike lane
signage along road
• Create north/south crosswalks at the intersection
• Turn large green space around parking lots into public use with benches
and water fountains

BROADWAY AT RIVER PLACE
3PM – 3:25PM

IMAGE 6 AERIAL IMAGE OF BROADWAY AT RIVER PLACE; SOURCE: GOOGLE MAPS

OVERALL SCORE

61 – Walkscore.com; 46 – our score
SUMMARY

Land use & environment, facilities & aesthetics
Quite a variety of residential options, including apartments, single family homes, duplexes and a
hotel. There is a hotel, restaurants and a public boat launch in this area. The lake and the park
add to the natural features in the area, but the view of the beltline distracts from the landscape
and adds air and noise pollution. Street trees and wayfinding are attractive features. The area
lacked streetlights for pedestrians on the sidewalk.
Transportation Environment
There was no posted speed limit on River Place and no access to alternative transportation. There
were no special speed limits and not multiple ways to get to the intersection. The traffic volume
from WISDOT was 19,300.
Walking Environment

There was no N/S crosswalk and only one E/W cross walk. Sidewalks were in excellent condition.
Because of the lack of crosswalks, N/S was bad to navigate. Lighting exists for road only, not
sidewalk.
Bicycling Environment
The bikelane shared space with the road shoulder. The road is in good condition. Left turns from
River heading West is difficult and dangerous because of high speeds, no crossing signal, and
there are lots of U-turns at this intersection. There is no N/S access for wheeled devices, which
does not accommodate ADA regulations. There is a pot hole in the bikelane on the Southeastern
side of the intersection on Broadway.
RECOMMENDATIONS

•
•
•
•
•

Put in N/S crosswalks
Widening the bike lanes
Provide lighting for pedestrians
Provide more signage for boat launch along Broadway
Keep the restroom facilities open to public

